By clicking "I Accept" below, you acknowledge, understand and further agree that you will observe and be willing to
be bound by following terms and conditions, the client agreement and the trading rules of Emperor Gold and Silver
Limited ("EGSO") from time to time updated. You also acknowledge and agree that you will browse and download
the client agreement, the trading rules, account details, etc via the internet.

1 Products Nature and Risks
Trading precious metal on margin carries a high level risk, and only be suitable for professional investors and legal
entities. This application ("App") allows client to trade on leveraged basis. The high degree of leverage can work
against client as well as for client. A relatively small market movement may have a proportionately larger impact on
the trading account. Client may sustain a total loss of initial margin funds and any additional funds. So, speculation in
the precious metal market should only be conducted with risk capital that its loss will not significantly affect client's
personal or company's operation. If client has any doubts, client is advised to seek advice from independent financial
advisor or other professional.

2 Market Commentaries
Any commentaries, opinions, news, research, analyses, prices, or other information contained on this App is
provided as general market commentary, and does not constitute investment advice. EGSO will not accept liability
for any loss or damage, including without limitation to, any loss of profit, which may arise directly or indirectly from
use of or reliance on such information.

3 Online Trading Risks
There are risks associated with utilizing an Internet-based deal execution trading system including, but not limited
to, the failure of hardware, software, and internet connection. Since EGSO does not control signal power, its
reception or routing via Internet, configuration of your equipment or reliability of its connection, we cannot be
responsible for communication failures, distortions or delays when trading via the Internet. EGSO employs back up
systems and contingency plans to minimize the possibility of system failure, and trading via telephone is always
available. However, you are encouraged to use the designated dealing hotlines when this App is unavailable.
However, the dealing hotline may be overloaded and your phone calls may not reach the designated dealing staff.

4 Market Risk and Online Trading
This App provides sophisticated order entry and tracking of orders. All stop-loss, limit and entry orders are NOT
guaranteed. Trading on-line, no matter how convenient or efficient does not necessarily reduce risks associated with
precious metal trading. All quotes and trades are subject to the terms and conditions of the Client Agreement
accessible through www.egoldsilver.com.

5 Demo-Trade Account
You will not be liable for any losses involved in the demo-trade accounts provided by EGSO for the purpose of trade
practicing with no real fund flows. Similarly, you can not withdraw any profit or balance from the demo-involved
trade accounts. All demo-trade accounts will only be valid before its expiry dates, which are subject to modification
under full discretion of EGSO.

6 Stop-loss, Limit and Liquation Orders
You can set stop loss/limit orders for your open positions. Please note that after you liquidated the open positions,
the related stop loss/limit orders will still be shown in the“Pending Orders”, however, the orders may match with
market prices and be cancelled. Moreover, to liquidate your open positions, you can only place your orders in the
“Open Positions” window in this App. Please note that any orders placed in the Price Quotations window will be
treated as new orders only.

7 One-Click Execution
The One-Click Execution ("One-Click") for market order submission is a one-step process. Using the One-Click, your
market order will be submitted when you single-click on the rate. There will be no subsequent confirmation prompt
for you to click. By choosing One-Click, you understand that your orders will be submitted upon your clicking of the
rate, without any further order confirmation. You agree to accept all risks associated with the use of the order
submission mode you have chosen, including, without limitation, the risk of errors, omissions or mistakes made in
submitting any order. You agree to fully indemnify and hold harmless EGSO from any and all losses, costs and
expenses that may it may incur as a result of any such errors, omissions or mistakes by you.

8 Fees
You agree that EGSO shall not be responsible for any fees associated with your use of this App should you incur any
fees from your internet service provider, phone service provider, or any other service provider used to access this
App.

